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Indulge in the luxury of homemade natural soaps!Preserve the timeless craft of artisan soap
making using Soap Maker's Workshop. As you enter the world of hand-crafted soap, you'll
discover its moisturizing, glycerin-rich, cleansing and soothing benefits--all-natural soap without
added chemicals, preservatives or synthetic fragrances and colorants. Commercial soaps found
at local stores can contain chemical additives that not only dry out skin, but also lead to rashes
and other irritations due to synthetic additives and the removal of glycerin.The bonus DVD takes
you step-by-step through the soap-making process. Dr. McDaniel will teach you to: • Use
everyday kitchenware for at-home soap making • Set up a safe workspace
environment • Prepare lye, oils and water to make perfect homemade soapFilled with 30
recipes and multiple soap-making techniques, Soap Maker's Workshop offers instructions for
making bar and liquid soaps, shampoos and more. Using coconut oil for a rich lather, palm oil for
a longer-lasting bar, olive oil for soft smooth skin, and natural botanical essential oils and herbs
for aromatherapy benefits--you'll never want to leave the shower!

About the AuthorA chemist and teacher, Dr. Robert McDaniel is the holder of 14 U.S. patents
and currently writes for The Saponifier e-magazine (a bimonthly publication for the soap- and
candle-making industry). Katherine McDaniel is co-manager of their home-based company, Dr.
Bob's Herbal Soap. The McDaniels' first soap making book, Essentially Soap, sold over 33,000
copies worldwide.
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Pages 12 - 152 are not included in this sample. Pages 157 - 160 are not included in this
sample.

The Natural Soap Making Book for Beginners: Do-It-Yourself Soaps Using All-Natural Herbs,
Spices, and Essential Oils The Natural Soap Book: Making Herbal and Vegetable-Based Soaps
The Soapmaker's Companion: A Comprehensive Guide with Recipes, Techniques & Know-How
(Natural Body Series - The Natural Way to Enhance Your Life) The Everything Soapmaking
Book: Learn How to Make Soap at Home with Recipes, Techniques, and Step-by-Step
Instructions - Purchase the right equipment ... soaps, and Package and sell your creations Pure
Soapmaking: How to Create Nourishing, Natural Skin Care Soaps
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Yael Bolender, “Good book, well explained, but the author doesn't seem to want to share much. I
liked this book, and I also liked the DVD even if I found it very short.However, the author seems
to want to make the thing look complicated and dangerous to maybe discourage us a little? It is
a pity, because it could be a fun set of book and DVD, but once reading it and watching the DVD,
we almost feel like if we were disturbing somehow.In this book, the author uses a lot of chemistry
words, maybe to confuse us as well? I am not sure...Anyway, it is still interesting and we still
learn something.I precise I am not an expert in soap, but I am learning and this book seems okay
to me.Esthetically, this book is not the top, but the basics are however there and not so badly
explained in spite of the fact it is not generously made.Maybe I have this impression because
this author is a true professional of soap and it is difficult for him to imagine what it is, to be a
beginner?He obviously knows what he is talking about, we can, at least, trust him on that.The
DVD is definitely too too short. At the end, we are still waiting for more...I still will recommend this
book/DVD in spite of the not fun part.”

Nigel Buxton, “A hobbyist soapmaker. This is a well written guide to soap-making for the
hobbyist as well as someone who may be considering taking their interest in soap-making to
another level. The book describes how one might go about making soap with the ash and animal
fats in the manner available a few generations ago, for the curious minded. If one is considering
a commercial venture into selling their handmade soaps, this book describes some aspects one
may wish to take into consideration. There is an interesting/useful range of recipes given in
weights (which I greatly prefer to volume) as well as the relevant table and formula to calculate a
proper ratio of fats to lye in order to accurately create your own recipe. I was pleasantly surprised
to find a well-presented DVD included with safety information and a video of the soap-making
process. The book is beautifully and logically presented in the manner befitting a professional
educator (as Dr. McDaniel is). This book seems to include the basic skills required from which to
build one's knowledge. For the readers who wish to add their own creative flair, there is very
good information on fragrances and colorants. If I were hard-pressed to find any fault, I'd request
some substitutions perhaps when available for some of the more difficult to source components,
I am not currently living in the US and I'm having a bit of trouble finding menthol for the shaving
soap recipe. So, perhaps in the next edition? I love this book, it is very interesting and the
photography is beautiful as well as illustrative of the processes. Carol Buxton”

Kerri Mixon, “Soap Maker's Workshop, McDaniel, ISBN 978-1440207914. I am delighted with
the organization of information in this book. There is only a small amount of new info in this book:
It is a re-vamping of 
  
Essentially Soap



  
  
(Dr. McDaniel's previous book) and several of his articles previously published in the
"Saponifier" magazine. The new material, although minimal, is exquisite and I am impressed with
the information on INS value. I've struggled to write emails explaining the Iodine Value and
Saponification Value correlation in INS numbers to inquiring soapmakers and now refer them to
this book. Soapmakers who own neither 
  
Essentially Soap

  
  
     nor this new book should purchase only the new 
  
Soap Maker's Workshop

  
  
     because it contains most of 
  



Essentially Soap

  
  
within its pages. Although originally disappointed in the lack of new material from Dr.
McDaniel, I now value this book very highly as a complete source of soapmaking information
and I greatly appreciate the care in arranging all of his diverse accumulated soapmaking
material into one comprehensive book. Note: Students of the Soapmaking Studio and some new
soapmakers have found it beneficial that this book comes with a CD featuring a video of a
soapmaking demonstration.”

Stuart Ferguson, “Decent Beginners Book. Pretty pictures. The language is low and it handles
the technical gibberjabber with relative ease. There aren't a lot of words per page.If you want a
compendium with LOTS of information compacted together in easy to find sections: this is NOT
your book.If you want a light introduction into the ins and outs of soap making and you want
some pictures to help explain it to you (and a dvd that comes in the back), then this is your book.
It covers safety well.The paper is thick and waxy, which makes me think they intended it to be
looked at with damp/oily hands. There are recipes in the back.The section on fragrance oils was
by far the most informative for me.”

Simon Nicholson, “A beautiful and informative book. I am new to soap making and a real
beginner ....... however I have an extensive education and training in natural healing and
alternative therapies. This book was so wonderfully written in it's introduction and history of soap
making. I am a visual learner, and the photographs lead me step by step through the experience,
process and history of how soap came about. There is a DVD to help one familiarize oneself with
the soap making process ( no other book offered this ) which is amazing. I think this is a great
book for the beginner / intermediate soap maker who is visually orientated. I bought six books on
this craft and by far this is the best. I am returning two books on the soap making process which
were really not so good. Amazon was great as usual at shipping and getting the order to me in a
very timely fashion.
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bananaboat06, “Hard book to find, but worth the wait!. This book was apparently quite difficult to
locate- I ordered it at the end of April and it finally arrived over a month later (around the
beginning of June or so). Amazon did a great job of sending emails regarding the status and
potential ship date (if located), and you always have to option to cancel your order while it is still
pending. I chose to wait for it, and I'm glad I did. This book is great for pretty much any level of
soap maker. It even came with a CD, but I haven't checked that out yet. Lots of useful info in this
book and I'm very happy I purchased it.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Very good but. I think this is very good value for money and is very
informative, clear instructions, good pictures and all you need to know to start making good
soap. The only things which prevent it getting 5 stars for me is that it contains the majority of
recipes using Tallow (animal fats) so not suitable for vegetarian or vegans, can be adjusted but
only with research in replacement butter/oils and a re calculation accordingly of the
saponification values for the replacement. Also, this is aimed at the American soap maker as it
originates so need to convert into metric, and some terms are typically american. the DVD is of
how to make a basic CP soap base. Its a useful aid and all in all this package is well worth the
money to get you started once you make the appropriate adjustments.”

Anita, “A good soap making book with excellent information. A good soap making book with
excellent information, lots of scientific data, hot processing procedures explained too, a good
essential oils reference section, but the recipes are a little bit American and a little too many
ingredients...still I loved this book and would always recommend it for the explanations and
procedures of soap making, maybe not the recipes.”

Fatima Silva, “Great deal!. This is an excellent book for anyone who makes soap or just wants to
make it someday. It's clear, easy to read, has plenty of pictures to show you exactly what your
soap should look like throughout the process. This is a must own book for anyone seriously
working in the soapmaking craft.”

Cristiani Guimaraes, “Helpful book. The book brings everything that you need to know about
soap making.”

The book by Robert S. McDaniel has a rating of 5 out of 4.3. 185 people have provided
feedback.
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